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VIOSO 6 and VIOSO 6 SIM give you perfect 
control over multi projector setups!

EXAPLAY is VIOSO`s powerful cue-based 
playback solution!

Whether it may be project consulting, 
production, or on-site training – it is 
your choice where you profit from our 
expertise. We offer a variety of trainings 
for our software products at different 
levels to ensure that users can get the 
most out of them.

We provide perfectly suitable hardware 
solutions to run our software smoothly. 
There are different options to suit 
every demand. 

Software Server

Service

Planning, On-Site Service 
and Training



Straight forward software to run and arrange 
large format content, including HAP and NotchLC 
playback. Supports multiple displays and timelines 
as a headless system and loads VIOSO warp and 
blend data.

Anystation Nano 
(4 out)

Affordable video 
playback solution

Creates seamless images from any kind of 
projection setup using auto-alignment warp&blend. 
Embeds into Windows Desktop or export 
calibration data into the most important products 
in the AV market, like media servers, digital 
signage, projectors and more.

Extends VIOSO 6 with advanced features such as 
multi-camera auto-alignment, export to various 
professional simulation applications, dynamic 
eyepoint handling and advanced 3D capabilities. 

Our Calibration Kits are an essential part of our magic. 
Have a look at our Calibration Kit Finder to get an overview 
of your possibilities: vioso.com/calibration-kit-finder 

EXAPLAY

VIOSO Calibration Kits

VIOSO 6

VIOSO 6 SIM

Product Overview

We provide perfectly suitable hardware solutions to run our 
software smoothly. There are different options to suit every 
demand from a small playback server to a rock solid server 
for the most demanding shows. 
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Anystation Micro 

(4-8 out)
Versatile solution for 

video and applications

Anystation Media 
(4-12 out)

Powerful video playback 
and show control

Anystation Integrate 
(4-16 out)

High performance for 
any application


